Integrin-Free Tetraspanin CD151 Can Inhibit Tumor Cell Motility upon Clustering and Is a Clinical Indicator of Prostate Cancer Progression
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Abstract

Normal physiology relies on the organization of transmembrane proteins by molecular scaffolds, such as tetraspanins. Oncogenesis frequently involves changes in their organization or expression. The tetraspanin CD151 is thought to contribute to cancer progression through direct interaction with the laminin-binding integrins α3β1 and α6β1. However, this interaction cannot explain the ability of CD151 to control migration in the absence of these integrins or on non-laminin substrates. We demonstrate that CD151 can regulate tumor cell migration without direct integrin binding and that integrin-free CD151 (CD151free) correlates clinically with tumor progression and metastasis. Clustering CD151free through its integrin-binding domain promotes accumulation in areas of cell–cell contact, leading to enhanced adhesion and inhibition of tumor cell motility in vitro and in vivo. CD151free clustering is a strong regulator of motility even in the absence of α3 expression but requires PKCα, suggesting that CD151 can control migration independent of its integrin associations. The histologic detection of CD151free in prostate cancer correlates with poor patient outcome. When CD151free is present, patients are more likely to recur after radical prostatectomy and progression to metastatic disease is accelerated. Multivariable analysis identifies CD151free as an independent predictor of survival. Moreover, the detection of CD151free can stratify survival among patients with elevated prostate-specific antigen levels. Cumulatively, these studies demonstrate that a subpopulation of CD151 exists on the surface of tumor cells that can regulate migration independent of its integrin partner. The clinical correlation of CD151free with prostate cancer progression suggests that it may contribute to the disease and predict cancer progression. Cancer Res; 74(1); 173–87. ©2013 ACR.

Introduction

Cancer metastasis typically involves the migration and invasion of disseminating tumor cells. The activity of cytokine receptors, adhesion receptors, and proteases responsible for this migration, is frequently controlled through their organization within the cell membrane. Tetraspanins are key membrane scaffolding proteins responsible for this organization. Although the tetraspanins lack enzymatic activity and canonical signal-transducing capacity, their ability to organize macromolecular structures is their primary mechanism of action (1). Of the 33 tetraspanin family members, 6 have been implicated in cancer (2, 3) and CD151 has been shown to be a particularly important regulator of tumor cell motility (4) and metastasis (5, 6). CD151 interacts with several partners, including matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-14), cadherins, immunoglobulin proteins, and integrin subunits α3 and α6, as well as other members of the tetraspanin family (1, 7, 8). Consequently, further elucidation of tetraspanin function requires investigation of its molecular organization and the role of specific partners. The interaction between CD151 and the laminin-binding integrins α3β1 and α6β1 has been investigated in detail (reviewed in refs. 1 and 9). Loss of CD151 (10) diminished migration on laminin, whereas disruption of the integrin-binding domain limits spreading on laminin and tubule morphogenesis as well as tumor growth in three-dimensional laminin-containing matrices (11, 12). Recently, the CD151-integrin-laminin axis has been shown to facilitate EGF signaling (13, 14). However, a number of biologic activities have been associated with CD151 that are likely to involve different molecular mechanisms. These include migration on non-laminin substrates, platelet function, and cell–cell adhesion. Effective approaches to investigating these functions have included genomic ablation (14–16), mutational analysis (11, 17, 18), and...
CD151-specific antibodies (6, 19, 20). These studies suggest that both integrin-dependent and integrin-independent roles exist for CD151 in tumor progression.

CD151 can be targeted to inhibit tumor cell motility and metastasis using the antibody mAB IA5 (6). Treatment with mAB IA5 prevents deadhesion at the rear of migrating cells, resulting in their immobilization and subsequent inhibition of metastatic dissemination (6). mAB IA5, like most anti-CD151 antibodies, was generated in mice against a human antigen (20). Consequently, these antibodies primarily recognize antigenic differences between human and mouse CD151. Some CD151 antibodies exhibit differential staining patterns in human tissues most likely because certain epitopes are masked by protein–protein interactions of the CD151 complex (11, 21–24). Epitope mapping allows these antibodies to identify the composition of a CD151 complex. Yamada and colleagues (19) used flow cytometry to map epitope binding of CD151 antibody on CD151 mutants with substitutions at amino acid residues that are not conserved between human and mouse CD151. These studies demonstrated that several antibodies recognize an epitope on CD151 required for binding integrins, including α3β1 (11). Interestingly, the knockdown of α3 reduced to the overall level of CD151 but did not diminish the level of CD151 recognized by antibodies to the integrin-binding domain. This observation suggests that distinct populations of CD151 are maintained on the cell surface. One of those populations is associated with integrins while the other is not. We will refer to these populations as CD151free and CD151bound, respectively.

Considering the epitope-specificity of antibodies, it is likely that antibodies that recognize distinct CD151-partner complexes can provide insight into the function and clinical relevance of that CD151 subpopulation. We hypothesized that the inhibition of motility in response to mAB IA5 was due to its ability to target a specific subpopulation of CD151 and affects its activity. Since a monovalent fragment of mAB IA5 was unable to inhibit tumor cell motility, we predicted that this antibody-mediated clustering of all, or a specific subpopulation of CD151. Live-cell imaging was implemented to investigate clustering in response to antibody binding. Using the flow cytometry approach developed by Yamada and colleagues, we determined that mAB IA5 recognized the integrin-binding domain on CD151 and is therefore unable to interact with integrin-bound CD151. The analysis of tumor cell migration in vivo was used to investigate the ability of mAB IA5 to control cell motility independent of integrin α3. These investigations were extended to other antibodies that recognize the same integrin-binding domain (SC3 and 14A2.H1) or bind an unrelated site (11G5A). Finally, we determined whether the presence CD151 not bound by integrins was relevant in prostate cancer. The analysis of tumor cell migration by histologic analysis of CD151free in tissue from two cohorts of patients with prostate cancer.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture, reagents, and antibodies

HEp3 cells are perpetually maintained on the chick chorioallantoic membrane to retain metastatic and migratory potential (25, 26). All cell lines were grown in media supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin, sodium pyruvate, nonessential amino acids, and 10% FBS and cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2 incubator and passed every 2 to 4 days. HEp3, NIH3T3, and HT1080 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM). A549 cells were maintained in RPMI. The CD151 plasmids in the eGFP-N1 vector (Clontech) were received from Dr. Kiyo Sekiguchi (University of Osaka, Japan). Transfections of all cells were performed using Extreme Gene HD (Roche). The mAB IA5 and the control antibody 29-7 was generated as described previously (27). The anti-CD151 antibodies 11G5A and 14H2.1 were purchased from Abcam. Anti-α1-C151 antibody 8C3 was generously provided by Dr. Sekiguchi. Anti-α3 antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (P1B5) and Millipore. The smart pool RNAi specific to α3, PKCα, and the control siRNA was obtained from Dharmacon.

Tumor cell motility

In vitro cell migration. HEp3 and HT1080 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and allowed to attach overnight in DMEM containing 10% FBS. On the following day, the cells were switched to serum-free/insulin-free media for an additional 24 hours. On the day of the assay, the confluent monolayers were scratched with a pipette tip to create a uniform wound, after which the cells were washed with PBS to remove any floating cells. Cultures returned to full medium and the wound was documented at 0 hours and 16 hours post-scratching using a light microscope TMS-F (Nikon) equipped with a D90 SLR camera (Nikon). Wound closure (% surface area) was determined using T-scratch image analysis software (28).

In vivo cell motility. Assays were performed as previously described (6). Briefly, cells to be injected were washed 2 times with PBS and detached with 2 mmol/L EDTA. The cells were resuspended in PBS and injected intravenously into day 12 chick embryos. Four days after injection, the disseminated colonies were photographed using a Lumar V12 stereomicroscope (Zeiss) equipped with a Retiga Exi camera and controlled with Volocity image acquisition software (PerkinElmer). Antibody treatments were introduced by intravenous injection one day after tumor cell injection. For visualization of the vasculature, rhodamine-conjugated dextran was injected intravenously and allowed to circulate for 15 minutes before tissue collection. "Non-motile" colonies were defined as colonies composed of 5 or more cells where individual cells remained in direct contact. Such non-motile colonies are compact, whereas "motile" colonies contained a migratory cell populations dispersed in the CAM. Assays were performed with 5 animals per treatment and 5 or more fields per animal analyzed for colony formation. Data are represented as the percentage of colonies within a single animal that demonstrated a motile phenotype.

Flow cytometry

Standard flow procedure. Cells to be used in flow cytometry experiments were trypsinized with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA and resuspended in cold Mlytenyi FACS buffer (2 mmol/L EDTA, 0.5% BSA, PBS). For the analysis of cell surface
expression of specific antigens, the cells were washed 2 times with fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) buffer and then stained with the specific primary antibodies for 1 hour on ice. Following incubation with the primary antibody, the cells were washed 2 times with cold FACS buffer and then incubated with species-specific, fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody.

Epitope mapping using flow cytometry. NIH 3T3 were transfection with the CD151 human/mouse GFP substitution mutants (19) using Fugene HD (Roche). Transfected cells were prepared for flow cytometry as described above 24 hour after transfection. Cells were stained with anti-CD151 antibodies (mAB 1A5, 8C3, 1A2H.1, and 11G5A) on ice for 1 hour followed by two washes and incubation with Alexa 647-conjugated secondary antibody (1 hour on ice). The stained cells were washed twice with cold FACS buffer, resuspended, and analyzed by two-color flow cytometry. Untransfected controls and empty vector (pEGFP N1) transfections were used as a no color and GFP-only–positive controls, respectively. An isotype IgG was used for as a control for gating purposes. To analyze the GFP-positive and Alexa 647 double-positive populations, the cells were gated for GFP expression to identify GFP-expressing population. For each sample, equal amounts of protein immunodepletion was evaluated by immunoblotting as described above. (ii) For immunodepletion of mAB 1A5 bound to live cells, HEp3 and A549 cells were treated overnight with mAB 1A5 or control antibody at a concentration of 2 μg/mL. Antibody-bound cells were lysed 24 hours later and antibody-bound CD151 was immunodepleted with protein-G sephrose beads. The unbound material was depleted 2 additional times with protein-G beads and bound as well as unbound material was evaluated by immunoblotting.

Cell surface biotinylation. For cell surface labeling, confluent HEp3 cells were treated with antibody for 1 hour on ice and then washed 3 times with cold PBS. Cultures were subsequently biotinylated with sulfosuccinimidyl-6-[biotin-amido]hexaanoate using the EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS-Biotinylation Kit (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were lysed in either 1% Brij 99 followed by extraction of the insoluble material with radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer. Immunoprecipitation was performed as described above. Biotinylated proteins were detected with peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin.

Live-cell imaging and immunofluorescent staining
To visualize CD151 localization, HEp3 cells expressing GFP-tagged CD151 were imaged with a fully automated microscope (BX61, Olympus) equipped with a digital camera (Orca ER, Hamamatsu) every 5 minutes for 1 hour. Cells were subsequently treated with Alexa 647-conjugated mAB 1A5 and imaging continued for an additional 3 hours. Movies were analyzed and compiled using Velocity Image Acquisition and Analysis Software (PerkinElmer).

Immunoprecipitation, immunoblotting, and immunodepletion

Immunoprecipitation. HEp3 cells and A549 cells were lysed in either 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 lysis buffer or 1% (v/v) Brij-99 lysis buffer on ice for 30 minutes. The samples were cleared by centrifugation (14,000 rpm, 15 minutes) and cleared lysates were transferred to new tubes and stored at 4°C. Protein concentrations were determined by BCA (Pierce). Immunoprecipitations were performed by incubating 2 μg of the antibody with 1 mg total cell lysate overnight at 4°C with end-to-end rotation. The following day, the protein/antibody complexes were bound to Protein A/G Sepharose Beads (Fisher Scientific) for 4 hours at 4°C with end-to-end rotation. Beads were collected by centrifugation (8,000 rpm, 30 seconds), washed with lysis buffer, and stored together with unbound material for further analysis. Immunoprecipitated complexes were eluted in 100 μL Lamelli sample buffer and evaluated by immunoblotting. For each sample, equal amounts of protein were loaded into SDS-PAGE and blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (PVDF, Millipore). Protein detection was performed with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Pierce) after blocking (5% non-fat milk from powder in PBS, 0.05% Tween-20) and incubation (0/N 4°C) with antibodies prepared in blocking buffer.

Immunodepletion of mAB 1A5-bound CD151. (i) HEp3 or A549 cells were lysed in 1% Triton X-100 lysis buffer and incubated with 2 μg of antibody for 2 hours at 4°C with end-to-end rotation. The immunocomplexes were then captured with Protein-G sephrose beads for 1 hour at 4°C. This process was repeated 3 times using the unbound lystate. Each
Collagen contraction assays

HEp3 cells and their treatments were mixed with neutralized collagen solution (1 mg/mL in 1 × cell culture medium) at a concentration of 0.4 million cells/mL. The collagen/cell mixture was placed in the wells of a 24-well plate, allowed to solidify at 37°C, and cultured for 48 hours before analysis. The collagen was subsequently released from the wall of the culture well using a metal spatula and contraction of the collagen plug was documented 1 hour after release. The collagen plugs were documented at ×100 magnification with a digital camera (Nikon D90) mounted to a phase-contrast microscope.

Patients and samples

Two retrospective cohorts of patients with prostate cancer were utilized in this study. The first cohort (cohort #1) of 99 cases underwent radical retropubic prostatectomy (RRP) between 1994 and 1998 at the London Health Sciences Centre with pathologic stage pT2–pT3 PCa (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). A second cohort (cohort #2) of 38 cases was composed of diagnostic biopsy specimens from patients with prostate cancer at the same center who did not undergo RRP and developed metastatic disease during follow-up (Supplementary Table S3). Pathologic staging was re-evaluated according to TNM criteria (AJCC 2002). Patient characteristics and disease-related outcomes were obtained from a review of the medical records (Supplementary Tables S1–S3). This study obtained approval from an independent local Ethics Committee (UWO REB #15084E) and obtained the informed consent from all patients for the research use of their tissues.

Immunohistochemistry

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks were cut into 4 μm sections and mounted onto positively charged glass slides. The tissue was deparaffinized and rehydrated using the xylene, graded ethanol, and water method. A two-step epitope retrieval was performed whereby tissue sections were boiled in the microwave in 10 mmol/L sodium citrate, 0.05% Tween 20 pH 6.0. The slides were then allowed to cool down, washed with PBS with 0.2% Triton-X (PBST), and incubated with pre-warmed pepsin (digest-all 3, Invitrogen) for 3 minutes. After washing with PBST, the specimens were stained using the UltraVision Detection System (Thermo Scientific). CD151 mAB 1A5 was diluted 1:800 in 1% BSA in PBS, CD151 mAb 11G5a (Abcam) was diluted 1:100 in 1% BSA in PBS, and α3β1 antibody P1B5 was diluted 1:250 in 1% BSA in PBS. Samples were then counterstained with hematoxylin and mounted with Cytoseal (Thermo Scientific). Negative controls were prepared using the identical treatment with omission of the primary antibody. Nonimmune mouse IgG was used as an additional negative control.

CD151 expression analysis

CD151 expression in the RRP and biopsy cohorts detected by immunohistochemistry was categorized as negative (score = 0), weakly positive (score = 1), moderately positive (score = 2), or strongly positive (score = 3) independently by two pathologists who had no knowledge of the patient’s clinical status. A consensus was reached where any discrepancy was identified. To determine the statistical significance of mAb 1A5 immunoreactivity, specimens were divided into negative (score = 0) and positive (score = 1–3). CD151 protein expression analysis was performed in cancerous areas as well as benign tissue adjacent and distant from areas of tumor. Biochemical recurrence after RRP was defined as two consecutive prostate-specific antigen (PSA) measurements higher than 0.2 ng/mL. Bone metastasis was defined as the presence of metastatic lesions on a bone scan.

Profiling of CD151 mRNA expression in normal and prostate cancer tissue was accomplished using publicly available data obtained from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) as well as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) via The cbio Cancer Genomics Portal (30). These included GDS2545 (n = 171; ref. 31), GDS1439 (n = 19; ref. 32), GSE6099 (n = 102; ref. 33), and the prostate adenocarcinoma dataset from TCGA (34). Datasets were categorized according to their clinical diagnosis and analyzed by ANOVA with post-test analysis for linear trend. CD151 expression levels were extracted from publicly available expression dataset GDS3113 (n = 3/tissue; ref. 35) to demonstrate relative levels of CD151 expression in prostate compared with other tissues.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc.), SPSS 20 (IBM), and GraphPad Prism (GraphPad software). Experimental groups in migrations assays were compared with the control groups using a non-parametric Mann–Whitney test. The primary endpoint for cohort #1 is biochemical recurrence-free survival and the primary endpoint for cohort #2 is metastasis-free survival. Correlations between mAB 1A5 immunoreactivity and biochemical recurrence-free survival in malignant areas compared with benign areas were analyzed by McNemar χ² test. Kaplan–Meier plots were used to assess biochemical recurrence-free and metastasis-free survival. Group comparisons were made using the log-rank test. The Cox proportional hazard model was applied for multivariable analysis. In all statistical analyses, a two-sided P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Graphical representation of statistical significance included *, (P < 0.05); **, (P < 0.01); and ***, (P < 0.001).

Image processing and analysis

Included images are representative of at least three replicate experiments. Fluorescent images are false-colored to represent specific labels. The brightness of images captured of in vivo experiments was uniformly adjusted for purposes of clarity. Where indicated, the images were cropped and scaled without any change in resolution. Quantitation of signal was performed on raw image files in Volocity Image Acquisition and Analysis Software (PerkinElmer) before creating the figures.

Results

CD151 clusters and accumulates at areas of cell–cell contact in response to mAb 1A5 binding

Given that tetraspanins facilitate macromolecular organization within cellular membranes, we hypothesized that the ability of anti-CD151 antibodies to influence migration
involved changes in CD151 localization. This possibility was evaluated by analyzing changes in CD151 surface distribution in response to antibody binding (Fig. 1). NIH3T3 cells transfected with human CD151-GFP exhibited a uniform surface distribution of CD151 when cultured at subconfluent densities (Fig. 1A and B, i/i'). Upon antibody binding, CD151-GFP...
reorganized into punctate structures on the cell surface (Fig. 1A and B, ii) and accumulated at areas of cell–cell contact (Fig. 1A and B, iii). To confirm that antibody-bound CD151-GFP complexes were on the cell surface, a TRITC-conjugated secondary antibody was used to detect mAB IA5 on the cell surface of intact cells fixed 2 hours after antibody treatment. Similar observations were made with HELA, HEp3, HT1080, and A549 cells. This data suggests that mAB IA5 ligation of CD151 promotes the formation of macromolecular complexes (clustering) on the cell surface. Clustering of tetraspanins is known to cause a change in detergent solubility (1). To determine whether the antibody-mediated clustering induced a change in solubility, we performed cell surface biotinylation and differential detergent extraction of HEp3 cells treated with mAB IA5 (Fig. 1C). Indeed, cell surface CD151 (biotinylated-CD151, arrow) became resistant to extraction by Brij99 and was solubilized by subsequent RIPA extraction. The increase in relative abundance of biotinylated CD151 in the RIPA extraction confirms that the clustered tetraspanin accumulated in detergent-resistant complexes on the cell surface.

When cell densities were sufficient to allow for cell–cell contact, antibody-binding induced clustering of CD151 at areas of cell–cell contact (Fig. 1B, iii) rather than at randomly distributed surface aggregates. To further assess the recruitment of CD151 to areas of cell contact, live-cell microscopy of densely cultured A549 cells expressing CD151-GFP was performed during the addition of Alexa 546-conjugated mAB IA5 (Fig. 1D). A549 cells have intact cell–cell contacts where CD151 is readily visible. Addition of mAB IA5 caused rapid accumulation of both labeled antibody and CD151-GFP in areas of cell–cell contact (Fig. 1D, "0 minute" vs. "120 minutes"). The accumulation of CD151 at areas of cell–cell contact was quantified by mapping pixel intensity from time 0 to 120 minutes in the GFP channel (CD151-GFP) and the Alexa 546 channel across a reference line. Although A549 cells have well established cell–cell contacts, similar observations were made for epithelial-derived cancer lines that lack stable cell–cell contacts such as the HNSCC HEp3 during in vitro culture (Supplementary Movie S1) and in vivo tumor growth (Supplementary Fig. S1). Thus, clustered CD151 accumulated at areas of cell–cell contact in all models and experimental settings.

Antibody-induced clustering promotes an adhesive phenotype

We previously observed that mAB IA5 prevents detachment at the rear of migrating cells thereby inhibiting tumor cell migration and metastasis in vivo (6). Evaluation of HEp3 migration at increasing concentrations of mAB IA5 demonstrated a dose-dependent inhibition of migration in vitro (Fig. 2A) and in vivo (Fig. 2B). In the presence of control antibody, GFP-expressing HEp3 form metastatic colonies composed of widely spaced individual cells that are disseminating freely into the surrounding tissue. In contrast, treatment with mAB IA5 limited cell motility, resulting in the formation of compact colonies at concentrations as low as 0.5 μg antibody per animal (Fig. 2B, top right). The ability to immobilize tumor cells in vivo at such low antibody concentrations together with previous observed inhibition of detachment (6) suggests that the tetraspanin clustering mediates a gain of adhesive function.

To confirm that CD151 clustering in response to mAB IA5 induces adhesion, we evaluated a range of cellular behaviors dependent upon adhesion, including collagen contraction, fibronectin fibrilogenesis, platelet aggregation, and clustering of nonadherent cells. Collagen contraction assays performed in the presence of mAB IA5 demonstrated that CD151 clustering promotes collagen contraction when compared with cells treated with the control antibody (Fig. 2C). This is in contrast with the inhibition of collagen contraction by agents that inhibit matrix remodeling by MMPs (GM6001) or block integrin-mediated adhesion to collagen (anti-α2β1 integrin). Fibronectin fibrilogenesis, an integrin-dependent process (36), was evaluated in HT1080 cells. These cells exhibit very limited fibril assembly during routine culture, but treatment with mAB IA5 resulted in the formation of visible fibrils compared with the control IgG-treated cells (Fig. 2D). Platelet aggregation is an integrin-dependent process stimulated by collagen binding or thrombin-mediated protease activated receptors (PAR; ref. 37). Platelets express an abundance of CD151 where it contributes functionally to platelet aggregation via αIIbβ3 (15). Treatment with mAB IA5 stimulated dose-dependent platelet aggregation, which could be prevented with integrin-blocking cyclic RGD5 peptide, suggesting ligand-specific adhesion through integrins (Fig. 2E). Finally, antibody binding promoted clustering of lymphoma (U937) and leukemia (Jurkat) cells (Supplementary Fig. S2A and S2B). Staining of suspended cells with mAB IA5 after fixation demonstrates uniform surface distribution of CD151 (post-fixation, Supplementary Fig. S2B). In contrast, treatment of the cells with mAB IA5 before fixation induced clustering of the cells and resulted in accumulation of the antibody–CD151 complex at areas of cell–cell contact similar to what was observed for adherent cells (Fig. 1). These observations consistently demonstrate the clustering of CD151 to promote cell adhesion.

MABIA5 binds CD151 not associated with integrin α3 (CD151free)

The ability of CD151 to contribute to adhesion and motility on laminin through direct interaction with the laminin-binding integrins α3β1 and α6β1 is well established (10, 11). However, much of the adhesive behavior described above did not involve laminin and adhesion to collagen, assembly of fibronectin, and the aggregation of platelets (Fig. 2C–E) does not involve integrins that contain the α3 or α6 subunits. These observations suggest that CD151 clustering and biologic activity in response to mAB IA5 was independent of its association with laminin-binding integrins. Yamada and colleagues (19) demonstrated that several CD151 antibodies recognize the integrin-binding domain of CD151 and only bind CD151 that is dissociated from its integrin partners (CD151free). Together, these observations suggest that an integrin-independent mechanism might be involved in the regulation of adhesion by CD151.

To determine whether mAB IA5 selectively recognizes CD151free versus CD151ITGA, its ability to communoprecipitate an integrin partner was evaluated. A comparison was made...
with an antibody specific for the integrin-binding domain that cannot precipitate the integrins (8C3) and an antibody that binds outside this domain and readily precipitates the integrin partners (11G5A; ref. 19). Since our principle tumor model (HEp3) is nearly devoid of α6, we evaluated integrin interactions primarily by monitoring α3. Immunoprecipitates of CD151 from TX-100 lysates of A549 (Fig. 3A) and HEp3 cells (Supplementary Fig. S3) were evaluated for the presence of α3 by immunoblotting. The integrin subunit α3 coimmunoprecipitated with CD151 bound by mAB 11G5A but not 1A5 or 8C3 (Fig. 3A). Similar observations were made in immunoprecipitations from HEp3 cells (Supplementary Fig. S3). To determine whether mAB 1A5 bound the CD151/α3β1 complex in intact cells, we treated A549 cells overnight with mAB 1A5 (2 μg/mL) and lysed the cultures in Triton X-100 lysis buffer after removing all unbound antibody. The cell lysate was immunodepleted with protein-G sepharose beads in three sequential incubations and the presence of α3 and CD151 was subsequently evaluated in both the bound and unbound fractions. Antibody-bound CD151 was removed in the first round of immunodepletion, whereas α3 remained in the unbound fraction. To confirm that the CD151 that remained in the unbound fraction remained associated with α3, we immunoprecipitated the integrin with mAB P1B5 and evaluated both bound and unbound fractions for α3 and CD151 (Fig. 3C). The majority of CD151 in the lysate coimmunoprecipitated with α3. Since mAB 1A5 failed to coprecipitate α3 and the integrin remained associated with CD151 not bound by the antibody, we conclude that mAB 1A5 only binds CD151 that is not engaged with α3.

**mAB 1A5 specifically recognizes the integrin-binding domain of CD151**

The integrin-binding domain of CD151 includes the 194QRD196 sequence of its large extracellular loop (11). Anti-CD151 antibodies that are unable to precipitate the CD151/α3β1 complex frequently bind this domain (38). Yamada and colleagues used two-color flow cytometry to map epitope-binding of human-specific anti-CD151 antibodies according to...
Figure 3. MAB 1A5 binds to CD151 not engaged with integrin α3. A, immunoblot of α3 and CD151 after immunoprecipitation of the tetraspanin from A549 cell lysates (Triton X-100) using non-specific mouse antibody (cIgG) and three distinct antibodies against CD151 (1A5, 8C3, and 11G5a). B, A549 cells were cultured in the presence of mAB 1A5 for 24 hours. Cell lysates were generated with Triton X-100 and antibody bound CD151 was depleted from the lysate in three sequential incubations with immobilized Protein-G. Bound and unbound fractions were analyzed for α3 and CD151 by immunoblotting. C, the integrin subunit α3 was immunoprecipitated from the unbound fraction of the 3rd depletion from B with anti-α3 (P1B5) and this sample was evaluated for the presence of α3 and coprecipitated CD151 by immunoblotting. TCL, total cell lysate; IgG refers to normal mouse included as a reference for the IgG band (1). Their reactivity with CD151 mutants, in which 12 residues across the large extracellular loop of the human protein were substituted with their mouse counterpart (Supplementary Fig. S4A and S4B; ref. 19). We implemented a similar approach to determine whether residues of CD151 are involved in antigen recognition by mAB 1A5. GFP fusions of the human-mouse CD151 substitution mutants were transiently expressed in NIH3T3 cells and subsequently stained with anti-CD151 antibody. Flow cytometry was used to detect cells positive for both GFP and Alexa 647 (Fig. 4). This analysis was performed for all substitution mutants (Supplementary Fig. S4D). mAB 1A5 bound every substitution mutant except the 194QRD196 mutant, in which the glutamine at position 194 is mutated to a lysine. This analysis was done in parallel with two antibodies previously shown to interact with this domain (8C3 and 14A2.H1) and contrasted to an antibody known not to bind to this region (11G5A, Fig. 4). These observations confirm that mAB 1A5 binds CD151 through the integrin-binding domain containing the 194QRD196 sequence.

Antibodies that recognize the integrin-binding domain of CD151 can inhibit tumor cell motility in vivo

Yamada and colleagues (19) stratified anti-CD151 antibodies according their epitope specificity. mAB 1A5 belongs to "group I," which contains antibodies that specifically recognize CD151free because they bind the integrin-binding domain and fail to immunoprecipitate α3. Since mAB 8C3 and 1A5 share epitope specificity, we hypothesized that they might also share the ability to cluster the tetraspanin at areas of cell–cell contact. Live-cell imaging of A549 cells expressing CD151-GFP confirmed that mAB 8C3 but not 11G5A can cluster the tetraspanin (Supplementary Fig. S5). Since antibodies in "Group I" share both domain-specificity and the ability to cluster CD151, we explored the possibility that these antibodies specific for CD151free can control tumor cell migration. To achieve this, HEp3-GFP cells injected intravenously into chick embryos were treated with antibodies specific for CD151free (8C3, 14A2.H1, and 1A5) and an antibody that binds outside this domain (11G5A) or a control antibody (Fig. 5A). Metastatic colonies were allowed to form for 3 days before their morphology was documented and the number of colonies with a motile phenotype was quantified (Fig. 5B). At 0.5 to 5 μg/animal, only mAB 1A5 inhibited tumor cell motility in vivo. However, at 20 μg/animal, tumor cell motility was inhibited by 8C3 and 14A2.H1 but not 11G5A or the control antibody. These data demonstrate that antibodies specific for CD151free are capable of inhibiting tumor cell migration by clustering CD151 not associated with integrins.

Tumor cell immobilization in response to CD151 clustering requires PKCα but not integrin α3

To determine whether α3 is required for the immobilization mediated by CD151, in vivo migration assays were performed following α3 knockdown. HEp3 cells were transfected with control or α3-specific siRNA and a 90% or more reduction in α3 expression after siRNA delivery was confirmed by immunoblotting (Fig. 6A). HEp3 cells bearing control or α3-specific siRNA were subsequently injected into chick embryos and allowed to form metastatic colonies in the presence of mAB 1A5 or a control antibody (29-7). Knockdown of α3 did not impair the migration of tumor cells as evidenced by the absence of colonies with an immobilized phenotype (Fig. 6B and C). Moreover, in the presence of mAB 1A5, both HEp3 control- and α3-siRNA–transfected cells form compact colonies demonstrating that the absence of α3 does not alter the ability of CD151 clustering to inhibit motility and colonization in vivo. PKCα is a known signaling partner of CD151. To determine whether PKCα is required for the inhibition of tumor cell motility upon CD151 clustering, in vivo migration assays were performed following PKCα knockdown (Fig. 6). The knockdown of PKCα did not affect tumor cell motility but
The integrin-binding domain of CD151 is detectable in prostate cancer and corresponds with poor patient outcome.

Antibodies specific for integrin-binding domain of CD151 define a subpopulation of this tetraspanin (CD151free) that is distinct from the tetraspanin bound to its integrin partner (CD151ITGA). The immobilization of tumor cells through clustering of CD151free (Figs. 5 and 6) and the subsequent inhibition of metastasis (6) demonstrates that CD151free may be relevant in the malignant progression of cancer. Recent work demonstrated a specific role for CD151 in the progression of prostate cancer (39). We hypothesized that detection of CD151free is altered during tumor progression and correlates with patient outcome. This relationship was evaluated in prostate cancer by comparing the detection of CD151free to biochemical recurrence (for patients who underwent RRP: cohort #1, N = 99) or metastasis (for patients who did not undergo RRP: cohort #2, N = 38). See Supplementary Tables S1–S3 for patient information.

Histologic detection with the mAB 11G5A (which binds both CD151ITGA and CD151free) demonstrates abundant expression of CD151free in both normal and malignant prostate tissues. Conversely, mAB 1A5 (which binds only CD151free) exhibited weak staining of normal prostate glands but elevated detection of CD151free in tissue from prostate cancers (Fig. 7A). CD151 gene expression is relatively abundant in normal adult prostate tissue (Supplementary Fig. S6A). An analysis of CD151 mRNA expression in prostate cancer studies available through The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA: CD151, Fig. 6B) and NCBI GEO (Supplementary Fig. S6B–S6D) revealed no significant changes in CD151 gene expression. This observation is in accordance with our histologic assessment of CD151 protein detection with 11G5A (Fig. 7A). In contrast, 55% of the 216 patients with prostate adenocarcinoma analyzed in the TCGA exhibited reduced expression of integrin α3 (ITGA3, Fig. 6B). This observation suggested that the appearance of CD151free might coincide with reduced expression of integrin α3. Indeed, paired histologic analysis of advanced prostate cancer tumors reveals that CD151 is readily detected in the tumor tissue, adjacent normal, and distant normal tissue. In contrast, integrin α3 expression is reduced in the tumor relative to normal tissue and CD151free is detectable only in the tumor (Fig. 7C). Independent histologic evaluation of integrin α3 and CD151 available through the Human Protein Atlas (40) confirms reduced expression of the integrin in tumor tissue compared with normal tissue not only in prostate cancer (Fig. 7D quantified in E) but also in cancers of the breast, colon, and kidney (Fig. 7D).

To evaluate the correlation of CD151free with patient outcome in prostate cancer, we compared the levels of
CD151free to biochemical recurrence (for patients who underwent RRP; cohort #1, \(N = 99\)) or metastasis (for patients who did not undergo RRP; cohort #2, \(N = 38\)). See Supplementary Tables S1–S3 for cohort descriptions. First, we dichotomized patients that underwent RRP (cohort #1) based on mAB 1A5 staining (positive vs. negative). CD151free staining on benign tissue adjacent to the tumor (Supplementary Fig. S8A) and normal tissue distant from the tumor (Supplementary Fig. S8B) failed to demonstrate an association with biochemical recurrence. In contrast, detection of CD151free (mAB 1A5 positive) in tumor tissue corresponded to a significantly reduced time-to-biochemical recurrence compared with tumor tissue with no detectable levels of CD151free (mAB 1A5 negative, Fig. 7F; mean survival = 10.3 vs. 13.5; log-rank; \(P = 0.023\)). Moreover, the detection of CD151free further stratified patients that were already stratified by high (\(\geq 8\)) and low (<8) baseline PSA levels in regards to biochemical recurrence (Fig. 7G). Biochemical recurrence-free survival is reduced in patients that are singly positive for either CD151free or high PSA compared with those negative for both (mean survival = 11.6 and 12.3 years vs. no recurrence; log-rank; \(P = 0.068\)) Furthermore, singly positive patients have significantly greater biochemical recurrence-free survival compared with patients that are double positive (mean survival = 11.6 and 12.3 years vs. 9.1 years; log-rank; \(P = 0.017\)). Most importantly, in patients with high PSA, CD151free (positive vs. negative) is an independent predictor of biochemical recurrence-free survival after adjusting for tumor stage (adjusted HR = 13.5; 95% confidence interval, 1.2–148.1; \(P = 0.033\)). To determine if the presence of CD151free in the primary tumor could be indicative of future metastasis, we evaluated biopsy specimens from prostate cancer patients that did not undergo RRP and eventually developed metastasis (cohort #2). Patients were dichotomized according to absence/presence of mAB 1A5 staining and its relation to metastasis-free survival was visualized using Kaplan–Meier analysis (Fig. 7H). Patients with mAB 1A5-positive biopsies at time of diagnosis exhibited a greatly reduced metastasis-free survival (mean survival = 3.7 vs. 12.7; log rank \(P = 0.001\)). These observations indicate that CD151free is evident only in tumor tissues where its appearance coincides with reduced integrin \(\alpha 3\) expression and its detection is an independent negative predictor of biochemical-free as well as metastasis-free survival.

**Discussion**

The tetraspanin CD151 is an established regulator of cell adhesion, migration, and tumor cell metastasis (5, 20, 39, 41).
Its interactions with the integrin subunits α3 and α6 have been shown to be important for adhesion, migration, and morphogenesis on laminin (11–13, 18, 42). However, using immunoprecipitation and flow cytometry, we demonstrate that there is a subpopulation of CD151 on the surface of tumor cells that is not associated with its integrin partner (CD151free). This population of CD151free can be detected with antibodies specific for the integrin-binding domain of CD151, including mAB 1A5, 8C3, and 14A2.H1.

We previously demonstrated that anti-CD151 mAB 1A5 potently inhibits tumor cell migration and metastasis (6) by preventing deadhesion at the rear of the cell. The inhibition of motility required a bivalent antibody, suggesting that mAB 1A5 could mediate its activity by clustering the tetraspan. Indeed, mAB 1A5, along with other antibodies specific for the integrin-binding domain of CD151 cluster the tetraspan. Clustering of CD151free promotes cell adhesion and results in tumor cell immobilization, enhanced collagen contraction, greater fibronectin fibrilogenesis, improved platelet aggregation, and elevated cell–cell adhesion. Although many of these activities are integrin-dependent, they do not involve adhesion to laminin nor association with the laminin-binding integrins that are established integrin partners of CD151. Indeed, the immobilization of tumor cells in response to the clustering of CD151free does not require α3 expression (Fig. 6). We have previously demonstrated that the loss of CD151 does not lead to tumor cell immobilization (6), thus the inhibition of tumor cell motility associated with the clustering of CD151free is likely a distinct mechanism for the control of cellular adhesion and migration.

These observations raise a number of questions, including (i) what mechanism creates CD151free? (ii) does CD151free occur in normal tissue? (iii) is the mechanism by which CD151free controls motility distinct from the mechanism of integrin-associated CD151?, and (iv) is CD151free a tumor promoter? While fully answering these questions will require further investigation, significant insight is available from these and published studies. CD151free could become available when the stoichiometric balance with its integrin partners is altered. This alteration is evident when the expression of integrin α3 is significantly reduced in tumor relative to normal tissue (Fig. 7) but could also occur when CD151 expression is upregulated as reported for hepatic carcinomas (43). However, CD151free is also likely to occur in normal tissues when expression of the laminin-binding integrins is reduced or absent. This is evident in cardiac tissue that exhibits little α3 and α6 expression but an
Figure 7. Detection of CD151free in prostate cancer corresponds with poor patient outcome. Immunohistochemical detection of CD151 was performed on two cohorts of patients with prostate cancer (see Materials and Methods). General expression of CD151 was detected with mAB 11G5A, which recognizes all CD151 complexes while mAB 1A5 was used to detect CD151 not engaged with α3 (CD151free). A, micrographs of CD151 immunohistochemistry with mAB 11G5A or 1A5 on adjacent benign, adjacent normal, and tumor tissue, human prostate cancer tissue while 1A5 does not. In the primary tumor however, similar to 11G5A, 1A5 positively stains the primary tumor. B, evaluation of gene expression in a TCGA data set of 216 patients with prostate adenocarcinoma. Arrows, integrin α3 (ITGA3) and CD151. C, immunohistochemical detection of CD151 (11G5A, left), CD151free (1A5, middle), and integrin α3 (P1B5, right) in normal (top) and tumor tissue (bottom). D, immunohistochemical detection using polyclonal antibodies for CD151 (top row) and integrin α3 (bottom row) in normal and tumor tissue of the prostate, breast, colon, and kidney obtained through ProteinAtlas.org. Each image is representative from a collection of 10 to 12 patients. E, quantitation of staining intensity of patients with prostate cancer in D. F, Kaplan–Meier curves of recurrence-free survival were generated using the CD151free immunoreactivity in tissue sections of prostate tissue obtained from patients that received a RRP after diagnosis whom were monitored for biochemical recurrence (cohort #1, N = 99). log-rank test P = 0.023. G, Kaplan–Meier curves of CD151free further stratified patients from cohort #1 that were already stratified by high (≥8) and low (<8) baseline PSA levels in regards to biochemical recurrence. H, Kaplan–Meier curves of metastasis-free survival were generated using the CD151free immunoreactivity in biopsy specimens from patients that did not receive RRP after diagnosis (cohort #2, N = 38). These patients were monitored longitudinally after non-surgical intervention for disease progression (metastasis). Log-rank test P = 0.001.
abundance of CD151 that is detectable by antibodies specific to the integrin-binding epitope (11B1, 1A2A2H1; ref. 22). Even more evident is the presence of CD151free in the bone marrow, circulating hematopoietic cells, and platelets where the laminin-binding integrins have low expression and the surface expression of CD151free is readily detectable with any of the antibodies specific for integrin-binding epitope. The ability of mAB 1A5 to promote adhesion in platelets and suspended hematopoietic cell lines (Fig. 1) is perhaps the first and most obvious evidence that CD151free can control an adhesive mechanism distinct from the laminin-binding integrins. The universality of CD151 clustering via the integrin-binding epitope is confirmed with additional antibodies with epitope specificity similar to mAB 1A5 (Fig. 5). The extent to which individual CD151 antibodies inhibited migration varied. These differences are likely due to variations in their individual affinity and ability to cluster CD151. There are additional anti-CD151 antibodies not tested here. TS151r has been reported to displace integrin partners from non-laminin substrates.

The ability of CD151free clustering to inhibit tumor cell migration after the knockdown of α3 (Fig. 6) suggests that CD151free can also regulate adhesion and migration of epithelial-derived tumor cells through a mechanism independent of laminin-binding integrins. A preliminary evaluation of the CD151 signaling mechanisms revealed that neither Rac nor Rho activity was altered upon CD151free clustering. However, the canonical signaling partner of CD151, PKCα, was required for CD151free clustering to inhibit tumor cell motility. Although PKCα is generally thought of as a promoter of migration, PKCα was identified as an inhibitor of cell migration by the Brugge laboratory during an in vitro screening assay of normal epithelial migration (44).

We hypothesize that the distinct mechanisms by which CD151 can regulate cell adhesion and migration are determined primarily by the nature of the associated partner and the cellular context in which they function. In the context of a transformed cancer cell, the CD151-integrin-lamin axis (CD151ITGA; refs. 13, 14) participates in promoting tumor cell invasion and metastasis (10, 11, 41, 42, 45), whereas in normal, quiescent epithelia, the association of CD151 with the laminin-binding integrins is required for cohesion and (non-motile) epithelial integrity (16, 46). Clearly, the loss of CD151 diminishes both normal epithelial integrity and cancer metastasis, suggesting that both phenomena, which are on opposing ends of the motility spectrum, utilize the adhesion facilitated by CD151. Conversely, CD151free present on migratory/metastatic cells as well as nonadherent cells (hemopoietic cells and platelets) can initiate/promote adhesion, resulting in aggregation (platelets, Fig. 1; nonadherent cells, Supplementary Fig. S2) or inhibition of migration (tumor cells, Fig. 1; ref. 6) when clustered.

Cell motility is directly linked to dynamic cycling of adhesion/deadhesion (47). Firm adhesion as seen in normal epithelial cells on laminin-containing basement membranes limits cell motility but promotes epithelial integrity (47, 48). Although the detection of CD151free correlates with metastasis, it is not clear that CD151free contributes directly to metastatic progression. CD151free appears to be created upon the loss of α3 and this coincides with increased metastatic behavior. The genetic ablation of CD151 clearly diminishes metastasis (5, 14, 39) demonstrating that CD151 supports metastasis. In the instance of CD151free, it remains to be determined whether metastasis is promoted by the loss of α3 or the gain of integrin-free CD151. However, it is clear that clustering of CD151free promotes adhesion and inhibits migration. Although the molecular mechanism by CD151free might control motility is currently unknown, uncoupling CD151 from the laminin-binding integrins is likely to promote a less adhesive, more motile phenotype. This is not only supported by the reduction of integrin α3 in tumor cells but also the loss of the integrin during in vitro selection for matrix invasion (49) and an increase in metastasis after targeted knockdown of integrin α3 (50). Considering the immobility of firmly anchored cells in normal epithelia, the creation of CD151free during tumorigenesis is a simple mechanism to promote motility. Furthermore, CD151free can be engaged (clustered) to stimulate adhesion (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S2; ref. 6), suggesting that the creation of CD151free would bias tumor cells towards a more dynamic cycling of adhesion in favor of migration and thereby promote tumor metastasis. What remains to be determined is the identity of partners that control the switch of CD151free to its adhesion-promoting state.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that a subpopulation of CD151 exists on the surface of tumor cells that is not associated with integrin partners (CD151free) that regulate tumor cell migration. Clinical correlation of CD151free with prostate cancer progression demonstrates that it has independent prognostic value and suggests that this tetraspanin subpopulation may contribute to the disease and could be used to predict cancer progression.
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